The New Jersey Science Convention (www.njscienceconvention.org) will be hosting its 42 Annual Convention on October 23, 24, 2018 at the Princeton Marriott Forrestal in Princeton, NJ. For the past 41 years this convention has provided the best professional development and science education information to thousands of NJ teachers. For NJSC 2018 we anticipate more than 160 presentations and 1000 attendees. The New Jersey Science Convention is the only local science-based professional development opportunity for NJ K-12 classroom teachers.

NJSC 2018 represents an exceptional opportunity for K-12 science teachers to experience interactive and hands on professional development focusing on implementation of Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS), effective classroom instruction, integration of technology, and the latest information on classroom resources. In addition to presentations by experienced classroom teachers, NJSC 2018 will also host presentations by NJDOE and college professors along with national speakers and presenters. The unique venue provides a level of interaction that allows teachers to connect with colleagues from schools all over New Jersey and maintain on going collaboration. With the implementation of NGSS, the NJ Science Convention provides K-12 science teachers with professional development that supports the type of science teaching needed to prepare students for a competitive global society.

The members of the NJ Science Convention Steering Committee encourage districts to support their teachers by providing the opportunity for them to participate in NJSC 2018. Teachers who attend return to their students energized with new and exciting ideas, instructional techniques, and a better understanding of the new science standards. We hope to see you in October!

If you have any questions please contact either of the Executive Co-Chairs.

Sincerely,

Lisa Doyle ldoyle@njscienceconvention.org
Lola Szobota lszobota@njscienceconvention.org
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